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To the Editor: 

 

Michael Mackenzie’s article – Active Managers Fail to Beat the Market Again – does investors a 
disservice by once again pitting active management against passive in an ill-advised financial Olympics. 

Both active and passive strategies play an important role in helping investors meet their goals. And 
performance for both active and passive should be evaluated over the long-term to properly assess 
value. Short term assessments encourage performance chasing, which is widely acknowledged to be 
deleterious to investors’ financial health.   

But there’s another problem with S&P’s SPIVA Scorecard, which provided the data behind the article – 
namely its methodology. Surprisingly, given the attention paid to the Scorecard’s results, very little 
attention has been paid to that methodology. In fact, the scorecard methodology has significant 
limitations that impair its utility, especially in assessing longer-term performance. 

The Active Managers Council has embarked on a multiphase project to analyze the components of the 
active/passive scorecards and their impact on the evaluation of active managers. Our most recent piece, 
“Rethinking Survivorship Bias” examines how the scorecards treat funds that have closed during the 
evaluation period. Academics refer to this process of including these closed funds in the research as 
adjusting for “survivorship bias.” Our research highlights the significant number of fund closures among 
index funds. However, the scorecards adjust only actively-managed fund results for survivorship bias, 
which results in an unduly negative assessment of active managers’ skill relative to passive alternatives. 

This lopsided approach to survivorship bias adjustments is only one example of the way that the 
scorecards perpetuate a flawed view of active and passive. The IAA’s Active Managers Council offers a 
growing library of academic research and industry reports to educate investors about active and passive 
management. We encourage anyone interested in reading a more balanced view to visit 
www.activemanagers.com.  
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